
eBillingHuB and iTimeKeep
increase your e-Billing efficiency and compliance

With increasing pressure to streamline billing efficiencies 
and capture every single billable moment, firms must find 
any and all feasible ways to improve the workflow between 
lawyer and client. e-Bills need to be more efficiently 
generated to shorten the bill-to-payment cycle, ease the 
burden on billing staff, and increase billing compliance. 
now, eBillingHub and Bellefield systems have teamed up 
to help your firm meet these goals.

if you already have eBillingHub, you know it dramatically 
simplifies the e-billing process by generating e-bills in the 
proper format, validating them against corporate clients’ 
guidelines, submitting them to the appropriate legal spend 
management system, and tracking their status, all through 
a single portal. intuitive and easy to use, Bellefield systems’ 
iTimeKeep solution was recently ranked by ilTa as the 
most adopted mobile Time entry solution for attorneys.

now, iTimeKeep combined with eBillingHub further 
streamlines your billing process. Billing guidelines sourced 
directly from eBillingHub are used to validate time entries 
in iTimeKeep instead of later in the billing process.

By taking advantage of the integration between 
eBillingHub and iTimeKeep, you can move ahead to a 
more efficient and profitable future, confident that you are 
working with industry leaders in the fields of electronic 
billing and time entry for law firms.

The powerful combinaTion of ebillinghub and 
iTimeKeep yields powerful benefiTs your firm

•	 	Easy time entry, validation, and submittal for fee 
earners makes e-billing better and more efficient.

•	 	Fewer billing errors due to validation of bills  
before submission

•	 	Free up time for finance staff during the pre-bill 
phase with time entries that are correct the first time

bellefield sysTems
Bellefield is committed to helping 
lawyers improve their work lives  
by developing innovative and 
intuitive applications that solve 
real-world challenges. Bellefield’s 
flagship product iTimeKeep is a 
game-changing mobile application 
that simplifies time entry providing 
attorneys the ability to easily get 
the job done anytime and 
everywhere with their mobile 
devices or favorite browser.
 



real-Time compliance , fewer reJecTions,  
fasTer paymenTs

easy steps for Tracking and submitting billable Time 

The integration between iTimeKeep and eBillingHub provides lawyers 
with mobility so they can enter and validate time when they are out of 
the office. The iTimeKeep app can be downloaded to a favorite device 
or operating system, and opening and submitting a new timecard is 
done from the iTimeKeep dashboard. 

1.  By pressing the matter button, iTimeKeep automatically retrieves all 
of a particular lawyer’s matters from your time and billing system in 
real time, along with task and activity codes.

2.  iTimeKeep timers help you track and record your time easily  
and accurately.

3.  a built-in voice-to-text tool enables users to submit information verbally.

4.  Tap the “submit” button on the dashboard to submit and validate 
your time.

streamline the Validation process
The integration of iTimeKeep with eBillingHub puts the know-how 
where it belongs: on the fee earner. By enabling your lawyers to 
become part of the e-billing process, accounting and support staff no 
longer need to spend numerous hours problem solving. 

eliminate costly problem solving by finance staff
With time cards entered by fee-earners via their mobile devices and 
automatically validated against clients’ billing guidelines sourced from 
eBillingHub, the result is fewer billing errors that lead to rejections. for 
the finance staff—those in areas such as accounting and support—the 
time spent fixing entries before and after they are rejected by clients is 
cut dramatically. 

a win-win for everyone
The entire firm benefits from the eBillingHub and iTimeKeep integration 
with a better and more effective prebill review process, more accurate 
time entry, increased accuracy at the moment of billing, and faster 
approval and payment processing. accounting and finance staff 
experience time savings and increased efficiencies, clients are satisfied 
with more accurate bills, and your firm speeds up time to payment  
as a result. 

your parTner for e-billing soluTions
designing the first tool to automate solutions for the law firm e-billing 
process, eBillingHub has been delivering solutions to hundreds of law 
firms since 2004. it is now the established leader in simplifying the 
e-billing process for law firms worldwide.

eBillingHuB and iTimeKeep
increase your e-Billing efficiency and compliance
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For more information about the iTimeKeep and eBillingHub integration, 
email info@bellefield.com. 

enabling lawyers to enter 
and validate their time with 
an integrated iTimeKeep 
and eBillingHub package 
saves time, increases e-bill 
accuracy, and speeds up 
the time to payment for 
law firms.
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